
AJAX vs CCG 

Before you are a leader, success is all about growing yourself as our great 

captain said, before he won the toss and electing the bowling due to rain because 

of the witty ground and very slow the outfield. Our captain was already on the 

ground and show his punctuality and love of this beautiful game of cricket. It 

was cracking weather and great Ajax ground attract our soul. After the 

coronavirus, human love is ‘1.5-meter distance. It looks like very strange 

feelings as society became more fear and confusion. In 1918 when society was 

not so advance and equipped with such high-tech Pharmaceuticals’ industries as 

now. But lives going on after 3 months of isolation avoiding the infectious 

disease. CCG the great gladiators were ready to fight back again.  

The greatest leader is not necessarily the one who does the greatest things.  

Our’s great gladiators attack the anime with sheer enthusiasm with winning 

commitments. With bowling, our famous pair. Tuna Karaya and Steve, they 

were so speedy their opening batsman was so scared to face the in-swingers out 

out-swinger bowling needed it to judge the speedy delivery. The T Karaya took 

3 wickets to demoralized the opposition within no time 16 runs 3 out. As 

Shakespeare said, to prove masterly require significant scholarly knowledge, 

skills and mathematical precision was a very delightful visual perception. 

Chaudhry mesmerized them, they have no clue how to play spin bowling. Steve 

and Shaid finished their batting line only the one boy who stand against our 

quality bowling. The man of the match was D. Rijkee with 59 cracking 6, 8 

glorious boundaries, I think this year he is in form. Thrilling 6 it was delightful  

Seen to watch. But show stolen by M. Shawandt few fascinating boundaries but 

huge 6 was hit by powerfully and the ball landed in 6 rose further. It was 6 with 

using the foot to take the ball as full toss, I think ball kissed the sweet spots of 

the bat. I assume that this year Shawandt would make mountains of runs. He is 

in form and has more skill of batsmanship this year. Ajax is a very week team. It 

is a pity that HCC 2 did not play with us are they scared of us.  

A leader is one who knows the way, goes the way and shows the way.  

All credit goes to our ex-president Wim de Lange doing a great job to facilitate 

us in HCC’s establishment even KNCB has no schedule for us to play proper 

cricket tournament this year due to pandemic of coronavirus. We have 

developed a great immunity system and keeping fit for physical security 

(physical or biology) exercising and taking the best food. That is our first 

winning track. We fully enjoyed with beer and weather after the match. That is 

all Gentleman. 
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